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Warranty
Under normal conditions of proper use and maintenance of the product, the 
warranty period of the product is 1 year. 

This guarantee will only be valid if the appliance is used in the country in which it 
was sold. 

Expendable parts, such as filter cage, cleaning brushes, etc., are not under the 
terms of the warranty. 

The following conditions are not covered by the warranty service: 

This warranty card is the only warranty certificate, please store it properly along 
with your proof of purchase. 

The company will charge a maintenance fee for products without a warranty card 
or beyond the warranty period. 

Please send the appliance in need of repair or warranty directly to the designated 
HUSH domestic service center for repair, maintenance, or replacement.
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Failure to show a valid warranty card, or the information on the warranty card 
is inconsistent with the actual product. 

Appliances with alterations or repairs carried out by parties other than HUSH 
or its authorised agents will not be covered by the warranty service. 

Proof of purchase is not included with warranty card. 

Failure to follow the instructions in the instruction manual to operate and 
maintain the appliance, causing it to malfunction or damage by dropping the 
appliance, immersing the appliance in water and physical alterations of any kind 
will void the warranty service. 

Product damage due to transportation or improper storage. 

Normal wear and tear ( e.g. fuse etc.) 

Use of the machine for anything other than as a hair dryer. 
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Overview

SPECIFICATION

HU390
220-240V~   50/60Hz   2100-2400W

120-125V~      60Hz     1800-1875W

Product Specifications

MODEL

HU390 professional blow dryer

Airflow settings

Hanging loop

Cool shot button Turbo button

Heat settings
Low heat

High heat Off

S ( for styling) 

D ( for fast drying)

Smoothing nozzleStyling concentrator

Make sure that your hands are dry before connecting the appliance to 
the mains.

Connect the appliance and push the airflow setting from “ 0 ’’ to “ I ’’ .

The indicator light will turn on. 

Heat settings

Push the heat setting to select the heat level that suits your hair type 
and styling preference. 

Airflow settings 

Push the airflow setting to select the airflow level. Set the dryer to “ I ’’ 
low speed setting for styling precision drying or “ II ’’ high speed for 
fast drying.

Turbo button

Press turbo button to speed up turbo by 2000 rpm, press turbo button 
again to go back.  

Graphene heating technology

Enhanced with the excellent heat conductor Graphene, this powerful 
dryer cuts down styling time and gives smooth, shiny results with less 
breakage. 

Advanced negative ions technology

Control frizz for a soft style and provide negatively charged ions to 
neutralize the effect.

Instructions

Fig.1

Fig.2
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Important Safety Instructions

Do not stretch the cable, place the cable under strain or unplug by pulling on the 
cable. The use of an extension cable is not recommended. If the cable is damaged, 
it must be replaced or repaired by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly 
qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard. 

Keep the cable away from heated surfaces and do not wrap the cable around this 
appliance. 

Unplug the appliance from the power outlet when it is not in use. Do not handle any 
part of the plug or appliance with wet hands. 

Do not use this appliance near bathtubs, showers, basins or other vessels contain-
ing water. Do not use the appliance with wet hands, in a damp environment or on 
wet surfaces. 

Do not immerse the appliance in water or other liquids. 

If the appliance is not working as it should, if it has been dropped, damaged, left 
outdoors, or dropped into water, please do not use and contact HUSH helpline. 

Contact the HUSH helpline when a repair is required. Do not disassemble the 
appliance as incorrect reassembly may result in an electric shock or fire. 

When the appliance is used in a bathroom, unplug it after use since the proximity 
of water presents a hazard even when the appliance is turned off. For additional 
protection, it is recommended that a Residual Current Device (RCD), with a 
residual operating current not exceeding 30 mA is installed in the electrical circuit 
supplying the bathroom. 

This appliance cannot be used by children. It can be used by persons with reduced 
physical, sensory or reasoning capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge 
only if they have been given supervision or instruction by a responsible person 
concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. 

To clean the appliance surface, unplug the appliance. Do not use aggressive 
products containing phenyl phenol. 

Do not use the appliance for any other purpose than drying hair. 
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Warning

Thank you for choosing to buy HU390 hairdryer. Before using this appliance, please 
read all instructions and cautions in this manual. 


